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Address Deltarack BVBA 
Lodewijk De Konincklaan 310 
2320 Hoogstraten

Country Belgium

Phone 0032 477 595670

Internet www.deltarack.com

 

CONTACT PERSONS
Contact 1. Mr. Jan Servaes 

Founder and Owner 
Phone: 0032 477 5956 70 

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
 Glass racks for transport and warehouse

COMPANY BACKGROUND / HISTORY
The Deltarack concept originated in the practice of the natural stone sector. The basic idea resulted from the need for a practical, lightweight and
economical solution to transport marble and granite tablets.

The current market of stone racks exists grosso modo out of two basic systems: separate metal A- and L- frames in all possible sizes, that are placed
onto a pallet for transportation, and similar A- and L- frames with an integrated driving system. Both systems are especially bulky, heavy and
expensive.
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